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Blues People 1999-01-20
the path the slave took to citizenship is what i want to look at and i make my analogy through the slave
citizen s music through the music that is most closely associated with him blues and a later but parallel
development jazz if the negro represents or is symbolic of something in and about the nature of
american culture this certainly should be revealed by his characteristic music so says amiri baraka in
the introduction to blues people his classic work on the place of jazz and blues in american social
musical economic and cultural history from the music of african slaves in the united states through the
music scene of the 1960 s baraka traces the influence of what he calls negro music on white america
not only in the context of music and pop culture but also in terms of the values and perspectives passed
on through the music in tracing the music he brilliantly illuminates the influence of african americans on
american culture and history

Blues People 2002
this study attempts to place jazz and the blues within the context of american social history the author
leroi jones also known as the poet amiri baraka combines a knowledge of black american culture with
his direct contact with many of the musicians who have provided the backbone to this vital strand of
american 20th century culture

Blues People 1995
the path the slave took to citizenship is what i want to look at and i make my analogy through the slave
citizen s music through the music that is most closely associated with him blues and a later but parallel
development jazz if the negro represents or is symbolic of something in and about the nature of
american culture this certainly should be revealed by his characteristic music so says amiri baraka in
the introduction to blues people his classic work on the place of jazz and blues in american social
musical economic and cultural history from the music of african slaves in the united states through the
music scene of the 1960 s baraka traces the influence of what he calls negro music on white america
not only in the context of music and pop culture but also in terms of the values and perspectives passed
on through the music in tracing the music he brilliantly illuminates the influence of african americans on
american culture and history

The Social Implications of Early Negro Music in the United
States 1969
in offering this study of negro music i do so with the admission that there is no consistent development
as found in national schools of music the negro a musical force through his own distinct racial
characteristics has made an artistic contribution which is racial but not yet national rather has the
influence of musical stylistic traits termed negro spread over many nations wherever the colonies of the
new world have become homes of negro people these expressions in melody and rhythm have been a
compelling force in american music Ð tragic and joyful in emotion pathetic and ludicrous in melody
primitive and barbaric in rhythm the welding of these expressions has brought about a harmonic effect
which is now influencing thoughtful musicians throughout the world at present there is evidenced a new
movement far from academic which plays an important technical part in the music of this and other
lands the question as to whether there exists a pure negro art in america is warmly debated many
negroes as well as anglo americans admit that the so called american negro is no longer an african
negro apart from the fusion of blood he has for centuries been moved by the same stimuli which have
affected all citizens of the united states they argue rightly that he is a product of a vital american
civilization with all its daring its progress its ruthlessness and unlovely speed as an integral part of the
nation the negro is influenced by like social environment and governed by the same political institutions
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thus page vi we may expect the ultimate result of his musical endeavors to be an art music which
embodies national characteristics exercised upon by his soul s expression in the field of composition the
early sporadic efforts by people of african descent while not without historic importance have been
succeeded by contributions from a rising group of talented composers of color who are beginning to find
a listening public the tendency of this music is toward the development of an american symphonic
operatic and ballet school led for the moment by a few lone negro musicians of vision and high ideals
the story of those working toward this end is herein treated facts for this volume have been obtained
from educated african scholars with whom the author sought acquaintanceship and from printed
sources found in the boston public library the new york public library and the music division of the
library of congress the author has also had access to rare collections and private libraries which include
her own folk material has been gathered in personal travel

Blues People 1999-01-20
this is a new release of the original 1925 edition

Negro Musicians and their Music 2015-10-27
in this essential and impassioned text leroi jones traces the intertwined development of blues and jazz
music with the history of its creators in white america as important and relevant as at its first
publication in 1963 it shows how music and its people are inseparable expressing and reflecting the
other surviving and adapting through oppression

Negro Music in the Americas 1938
this early work by miles mark fisher is both expensive and hard to find in its first edition it details the
importance and meaning of slave songs in america this fascinating work is thoroughly recommended for
inclusion on the bookshelf of all with an interest in slave music and the political history of the united
states many of the earliest books particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before are now
extremely scarce we are republishing these classic works in affordable high quality modern editions
using the original text and artwork

The Negro and His Songs 2014-09-16
noted folklorist focuses on the origins and musical qualities of simple cries and calls to anthems and
spirituals ballads and the blues includes authentic versions of over 40 folk songs valuable bibliography
and discography

The Negro and His Songs 1964
authoritative study traces the african influences and lyric significance of such songs as swing low sweet
chariot and john henry and gives words and music for 230 songs bibliography index of song titles

Blues People 2022-11-03
by its name black music is to be used as a case in point because it is easy to identify its contributions to
popular culture are omnipresent a good example of how this might be is in the performance of black
creative music jazz before we move further we must explain what we intend to examine when we use
the term black creative music in this discourse the words black and white are applied as positions as
positions they represent all people from the least favored to the most favored in a given society color
here applies as it may be used in playing the game of chess in other words it s reference to color as
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description of people is not in use here all people are subject to occupy many positions from the least
favored to the most favored depending on the particular put differently do not mistaken black to mean
the color of ones skin here black is used as a position as in chess black culture represents the cultural
form that is identified as emanating within popular culture popular culture contains the many forms that
have represented what common people are said to invent e g blues blues comes from the enslaved
people who were brought to the united states from the continent of africa with them came a musical
form that was performed with or without a vocalist or a vocalist without instrument the music having its
origin in ethiopia presents the ethiopian scale as one of many minor tones that can be seen and heard
throughout continent from ethiopia through mali to congo angola we call these scales the minor keys as
minor keys how they are rendered is determined by the presenter the presenter is creator of the form
and style of delivery how the tones will be applied is left up to the lyric poet as a musician who has the
desire to be heard delivering song by the means chosen by that composer the philosophical form we
apply to listening to the performance of this music is called blues aesthetics

A Guide to Negro Music 1973
the negro and his songs a study of typical negro songs in the south hardcover

Bibliography and Index of Negro Music 1968
authoritative study traces the african influences and lyric significance of such songs as swing low sweet
chariot and john henry and gives words and music for 230 songs bibliography index of song titles

The Negro and His Music 1936
excerpt from the negro and his songs a study of typical negro songs in the southjeffries dwelling on the
mystery and beauty of the flesh on the sensitive elegance of nature and the soul or like wordsworth s
man to man poet there will be many who dissent from such a judgment of crude creative effort for there
abounds much coarseness well it is that this collection has no duty to evaluate overweening physical
expression alongside spiritual aspiration to judge whether buttercups are grazing grass or the substance
of sun spilt immortal gold other contrasts there are stately measures and broken rhythm forced triseme
and ragged trochee illogical asyndeton and mixed meters and such other untamed technique as will
undoubtedly do justice to the singer of the songs about the publisherforgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks comthis book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged
copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated
in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections
that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Negro Slave Songs in the United States 2013-04-16
while his father works in the city over the winter a young boy thinks of some good times they ve shared
and looks forward to his return to their south african home in the spring

Negro Folk Music U.S.A. 1992-01-01
jeffries dwelling on the mystery and beauty of the flesh on the sensitive elegance of nature and the soul
or like wordsworth s man to man poet there will be many who dissent from such a judgment of crude
creative effort for there abounds much coarseness well it is that this collection has no duty to evaluate
overweening physical expression alongside spiritual aspiration to judge whether buttercups are grazing
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grass or the substance of sun spilt immortal gold other contrasts there are stately measures and broken
rhythm forced triseme and ragged trochee illogical asyndeton and mixed meters and such other
untamed technique as will undoubtedly do justice to the singer of the songs

Phonophotography in Folk Music 1928
2014 reprint of 1926 edition full facsimile of the original edition not reproduced with optical recognition
software negro workaday songs is the third volume of a series of folk background studies of which the
negro and his song was the first and folk beliefs of the southern negro was the second so far as odum
was aware none of the songs in this collection had been published and the songs were all sung or
repeated by actual black workers or singers and much of their value lies in the exact transcription of
natural lines words and mixtures odum intended his study of black music as a series of pictures of the
black american as portrayed through his workaday songs he has taken the position that these workaday
songs crude and fragmentary and often having only local or individual significance provide a more
accurate picture of negro working life than do conventional folk songs odum s book is also an important
contribution to the history of the blues in america and a collector s item in that field

American Negro Songs 1998-01-01
this thorough well researched exploration of the origins and development of a rich and varied african
american musical tradition features authentic versions of over 40 folk songs these include such time
honored selections as wake up jonah rock chariot wonder where is my brother gone traveling shoes it s
getting late in the evening dark was the night i m crossing jordan river russia let that moon alone long
john rosie motherless children three versions of john henry and many others one of the first and best
surveys in its field negro folk music u s a has long been admired for its perceptive history and analysis
of the origins and musical qualities of typical forms ranging from simple cries and calls to anthems and
spirituals ballads and the blues traditional dances and musical instruments are examined as well the
author a well known novelist folklorist journalist and specialist in african and african american cultures
offers a discerning study of the influence of this genre on popular music with particular focus on how
jazz developed out of folk traditions

The Emancipation of Negro Music 1918
in clear and elegant prose music of the common tongue first published in 1987 argues that by any
reasonable reckoning of the function of music in human life the african american tradition that which
stems from the collision between african and european ways of doing music which occurred in the
americas and the caribbean during and after slavery is the major western music of the twentieth
century in showing why this is so the author presents not only an account of african american music
from its origins but also a more general consideration of the nature of the music act and of its function
in human life the two streams of discussion occupy alternate chapters so that each casts light on the
other the author offers also an answer to what the musical times called the seldom posed though
glaringly obtrusive question why is it that the music of an alienated oppressed often persecuted black
minority should have made so powerful an impact on the entire industrialized world whatever the color
of its skin or economic status

Negro Popular Music, 1945-1953 1967
negro workaday songs by howard washington odum guy benton johnson published by good press good
press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre from well known classics literary
fiction and non fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the books that
need to be read each good press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e readers and devices our goal is to produce ebooks that are user friendly and
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Death of the Negro 2014-02-28

Negro and His Songs: A Study of Typical Negro Songs in the
South 1969

The Negro and His Songs 2022-09-29

American Negro Songs 2013-04-09

The Negro and His Songs 2017-05-18

American Negro Folk-songs 1928

The Negro and His Songs 2022-08-09

The Negro and His Music 1988

Negro Music 1968

African Negro Music 1928

Negro Workaday Songs 2002

The Negro and His Music 1976

The Negro Music Journal 1970

Negro Folk Music U. S. A. 2019-09-18

The True Negro Music and Its Decline 1903
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Music of the Common Tongue 2012-01-01

African Patterns in Trinidad Negro Music 1943

Negro Art, Music and Rhyme for Young Folks 1938

Hampton Series Negro Folk-songs 1918

Famous Negro Music Makers 1955

Negro workaday songs 2023-07-10
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